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The true extent of fatalities due the Covid 19 flu virus will never be known. Obfuscation by 

nation states, the medical profession and the False News media is overwhelming the outbreak 

of the virus which has a lower death rate than the common flu.. 

While we have published the accurate death statistics from Italy the false news media 

continues on blithely with its distortion under direction of the Deep State. 

An Italian Government Scientist has asked the media to report the true fatality rates caused 

by Covid 19. He said 88 per cent died with the flu and just 12 per cent died from the flu. 

Most readers know the real agenda here is to hold as many people indoors for as long as 

possible while the economy is trashed in a manner not seen since the great depression of the 

1930’s. 

Prime Minister Morrison, a banker’s man, has already heralded the era of the Deep State’s 

cashless society by introducing the Currency (Restrictions on the Use of Cash) Bill 2019. 

If a vaccine is ever developed, as some researchers claim, it will be laced with microscopic 

radio receptors which will leave you with the ‘mark of the beast’ for life. 

No injected transmitter – no money, no commerce, no job,  no pharmaceuticals, no medical 

attention, no public utilities, no guns, no vehicle registration and your social credit score as 

determined by thousands of Telstra 5G spy cameras in every street shooting facial 

recognition images back to the politburo for analysis, will ensure your life is hell on Earth. 

Show dissent and you will end up in a re-training facility in the country sitting on once 

exceptional agricultural land. 

Your only income, similar to the majority of the jobless, working and retired population will 

be dependent upon the ‘government’. Prime Minister Scott Morrison and Opposition Leader 

Anthony Albanese are scrambling over each other to enact draconian laws which strip every 

vestige of a free society from every person in Australia. 

Any overt dissent will be controlled by United Nations troops and the battle conditioned para-

military police in every state. I have extreme doubt the Australian military, bar a few MK 

Ultra nutcases, will fire on their families and friends. 

We have been told Queensland Police have armed themselves with high quality metal 

detectors and automatic military rifles looking for buried weapons. Already we have Stasi-

modelled, military checkpoints around the states doing ID checks, demanding travel permits 

and searching vehicles. Fortunately, so far they have reported few finds. 

Without doubt other states and the Federal Police will have followed suit. 



My military background helped me put together over 20 years this NWO planned takeover 

agenda which is now unfolding. Unfortunately, city people have been conditioned by a 

generation of television and computers to think the government is here to help them. 

God help Australia! 

 


